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The next generation of 
green minds

Seed Your Future launches BLOOM!, a vibrant national campaign which packages a discovery quiz, 

short videos and a library of educational materials from Scholastic that even businesses can use

BY BILL GOLOSKI

RETAILERS AND WHOLESALE BUSINESSES alike know 
that launching a new marketing campaign comes stan-
dard with a certain number of uncertainties. Will your 

audience like your message? What will they say about it? And 
most importantly, what will they say about it to other people?

When focusing your marketing efforts at students in grades 
six, seven and eight, the outcomes are even less assured. 

The members of Seed Your Future, a coalition 
of 150 partners with an invested interest in the 
success of horticulture enterprises across the 
nation, are practicing their persuasive tactics 
on America’s youth audience. They’re aiming 
to cure what they refer to as “plant blind-
ness:” the lack of awareness of plants in their 
everyday lives. 

The knowledge shortfall is staggering, as 
studies show that most Americans can identify 
more than 100 corporate brands and logos but 
fewer than 10 local plants. This plant-blindness is 
especially prevalent among youth.

With a foggy vision of the green industry’s future that 
includes labor shortages and dwindling resource issues, the profes-
sionals at Seed Your Future built their campaign as part of a long-
term strategy to start the next generation of growers, horticultural 
services, and other plant-dependent businesses. 

They are seeking solutions to get the word out to the future 
nursery workforce that there are unlimited opportunities to inter-
act with plants in pretty much any career area. 

But the question remains: how do you get an average pre-teen 
interested in plants? 

A business-minded school tool 
A child’s mind is like a sponge that soaks up information 

from whatever is around them. Visiting a nursery or retail business 
is just as much of a learning moment as anytime they’re 

sitting in a classroom. 
Getting a student in the space, however, isn’t 

always easy. So, the solution is to meet them 
where they are — online and in real time. The 
youth market today appreciates interactive ele-
ments like online quizes, dynamic videos, and 
very visual messages.

Susan E. Yoder, executive director of 
Seed Your Future, spent a year working 

with the public relations and research firm 
FleishmanHillard to complete a comprehensive 

research study for creating a plant-focused career 
awareness campaign. While on the surface it functions 

like an academic tool — complete with a Scholastic Inc. por-
tal — it’s very valuable content for horticulture professionals. This 
campaign does not look like your traditional academic worksheets.

When asked how wholesale business-to-business growers or 
even retailers can take advantage of the BLOOM! program, Yoder 
said a great place to start is to take the BLOOM! materials as a 
jumping off point for their own story. Growers can talk about 
plants and why they love working with them. 
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Each business owner 
has their own circle of 
people, and every one of 
them plays a part in curing 
plant blindness. BLOOM! 
is a tool that boosts the 
signal on how diverse the 
green industry is in the 
United States. 

“Some people have 
already used the videos and 
tools to help their own busi-
nesses think about how to 
get more people interested 
in plants — not necessarily 
the ‘careers in horticulture’ 
piece of our work — but just 
this idea of how plants are 
making an enormous impact 
on our planet,” Yoder said. 
“Once they know more 
about plants you can entice 
them with stories of the awe-
some careers in the green-
collar industry.”

Wholesale growers and 
nursery operators will find 
the large-format infographics and posters 
valuable when interacting with their 
network of customers, business partners, 
and associates, too. The WeAreBLOOM 
YouTube videos are easy to share, and 
new ones will be released over time. They 
can be downloaded at tinyurl.com/
yb42hz8n, and nurseries can use them in 
their own stories.

Creating the custom message
Like any business investment, Seed 

Your Future wanted to ensure that there 
would be the best possible return on invest-
ment with their campaign outreach, so they 
conducted plenty of market research. Many 
focus groups were brought together with 
kids, their teachers and their parents to dig 
into the mindset of the youth marketplace. 

“It was really fun!” Yoder said. “We 
went to them and first asked them what 
they wanted for their futures. Then we 
asked them about plants and careers in 
horticulture. We mined a rich library of 
information and strategies from them.”  

“The Challenger,” one 
of the first in the package 
of eight Plant Powers, was 
made for the sports-oriented 
kid who can cheer the team 
on without the need for a 
helmet. On their website, 
www.wearebloom.org, they 
give a brief description and a 
short video of many ways to 
support horticultural profes-
sions and products that help 
the players on the field. 

Other Plant Powers 
include the Guru, a technol-
ogy-focused individual; the 
Artist, someone specializing 
in visual arts; the Foodie, 
who cooks with plants in 
mind; the Trendsetter, a 
designer or stylist consid-
ering natural fibers; the 
Health-Nut, a nutritionist or 
diet consultant; the Master 
Mind, a researcher for plant 
breeding; and the Guardian, 
a social justice warrior.

Yoder states that there are going to 
be 18 total Plant Powers for the full cam-
paign, which will be released over time. 
Many Oregon businesses, known for their 
sales of trees and shrubs, can look forward 
to future plant powers centered around the 
topic of urban forestry and the ways we 
can scrub CO2 from the atmosphere. 

Discovering what a kid’s plant pow-
ers are is a simple as an interactive, online 
quiz. A series of drill-down questions asks 
them to pick from fun icons like a green 
alien head to say they like science fiction, 
or giving them the choice of picking a ham-
burger, paintbrush, or microscope. Based 
on their answers, the kids are matched to 
one of the prescribed Plant Power personas.

The free marketing materials avail-
able to download on their website,  
www.WeAreBLOOM.org. 

Seed Your Future began in 2014, 
with its origin story published in Digger 
Magazine in June of 2017 (read the full 
article at www.diggermagazine.com/
future-people). 

From there, Yoder and her team used 
that material to create a messaging tool 
that works to bridge the gap between the 
kid’s diverse personal interests and a plant-
related job or career area. In the spirit 
of today’s teen idols or even imaginary 
heroes with superhuman powers, the team 
invented a set of customized personas — or 
behavior-specific profiles — that feed off 
traits that already inspire young minds, and 
added a plant-friendly twist. 

The tool became known as the  
Plant Powers. 

 “So, for a kid who is already interest-
ed in a particular thing, we’re making the 
connection for them in the plant world,” 
Yoder said. “One example comes from 
talking with kids who were really, excited 
about professional sports, but maybe they 
won’t end up in the big leagues as an ath-
lete someday. We talk about great jobs 
working with plants that keep them close 
to the sport, such as groundskeepers and 
irrigation specialists. We show them how 
someone working in these fields can help 
their teams do better.”

The next generation of green minds


